
CELEBRATING SUCCESS: NORTHERN S.S. 
EQAO APPLIED MATH SCORES UP 14%
Northern Secondary School’s efforts in supporting applied mathematics students 
have resulted in a significant difference.



A COMPREHENSIVE WHOLE SCHOOL STRATEGY  
THAT USES LITERACY SKILLS TO SUPPORT 
MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT FOR STUDENTS 

At Northern Secondary School, applied level 
learners’ EQAO scores were up by 14%. 

Intervention strategies include enrolment in the 
numeracy at lunch program. In addition, they use 
the literacy/numeracy teacher to support students 
individually, not so much in a EQAO targeted 
manner but to make sure that they get caught up 
and get their credit at the end of the semester. 

The whole school approach that is followed by all 
staff in math and science has helped students to 
achieve greater credit accumulation in both areas 
and contributes to the shift in EQAO results.
  
“We keep the message simple, clear, and 
consistent.”

There is clear emphasis on: understanding what  
information is being given and what is being asked 
in a question, choosing the best strategy to solve 
the problem, confidently applying what we already 
know, writing a conclusion to check that your 
answer makes sense, and double checking your 
answer to make sure that you have thoroughly 
engaged in answering the question in a correct 
manner.

In addition, students know the importance of 
showing all of their work. Showing their thinking is 
valued.

Students are encouraged to assume the person 
marking their paper knows nothing, so they must 
explain everything and show every detail. 
Teachers explain to students that they should. “tell 
a story as they are answering a question.  There's 
an introduction (what you have and what you're 
looking for), a body (the full solution), and a 
conclusion (the concluding statement).”  The staff 
works very hard to keep the messaging the same 
across classes and providing consistent support 
so that students feel confident to tackle any 
question or problem in any situation.

Northern Secondary School Keeping the Message Clear and Consistent

STUDENTS KNOW THAT 
SHOWING THEIR 

THINKING IS VALUED  



LINKING THE APPLICATIONS OF  
MATHEMATICS TO 21ST CENTURY SKILLS 

“Techno Math” Pilot Makes Math Fun

TEACHING APPLIED  
MATHEMATICS AS AN  
ESSENTIAL TOOL IN  
SKILLED APPLICATIONS

The “Techno Math” pilot at Northern Secondary School explored engineering 
design as a context in which students can synthesize and apply mathematics 
knowledge in authentic problem-solving situations. In this project, authentic 
problem solving moves outside the conceptual boundaries of traditional teaching. 
In robotics many different types of knowledge need to be applied flexibly in order 
to be successful. The experience of engineering a design solution solidifies 
students’ knowledge of the general mathematics idea. In addition, because 
engineering design projects are often about satisfying human needs and finding 
solutions to human problems, they are inherently motivating for students. It is clear 
to see the  engagement and pride in the faces of the students below who took part 


